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The original thesis sustained by Daniel Rothbart, a young american artist, explicit in the title
Jewish Metaphysics As Generative Principle in American Art, addresses the spiritual dimension
of abstract art. It is astonishing that up to now such an important issue has not been the object of
a careful analytic study.

The articulate introduction entitled American Flexibility, Jewish Linearity, and the European
Return to Order, was written by Enrico Pedrini, one of the most important collectors of
American art in Italy. This Genovese scholar traces, in an epistemological manner, the
fundamental differences between European and American dynamics of thought. He discusses
how the birth of an artistic language free from traditional constraints became possible in the
United States. Pedrini maintains that it is in non determinist flexibility that a dynamic world
vision came into being, which is one of the very cornerstones of American culture. From the
post-war period onwards, American cultural development becomes increasingly autonomous from
European paradigms. In this changing environment, Jewish artists, critics, and collectors became
the most important protagonists. In search of an identity, these artists began to examine their
origins in the form of Jewish mysticism. Cabbala, which in Hebrew means “tradition” or
“handed down” represents a symbolic interpretation of the Bible or the Torah, the law. The
cabbala has fascinated many artists, be it in terms of its content, be it as a code of cryptic signs.
In some this is obvious, if one thinks of the work of Chagall for example, while a painter like
Derrain might surprise with his theoretical work De la kabbale chez les Hèbreux.
Rothbart’s thesis is based on the influence of the second commandment of the Decalogue, which
prohibits the making of idolatrous images, on the new abstract art. He analyzes the
spiritual essence of the work of the abstract expressionists; Barnett Newman, Morris Louis, Ad
Reinhardt, and Helen Frankenthaler. Such critics as Clement Greenberg and Harold Rosenberg
championed abstract expressionism as an alternative to social realism. This scrupulous and
succinct investigation discusses the rapport between cabbalistic structure and symbolism and the
painterly experimentation of each individual artist, lending a new reading of Newman’s “zips” or
the floating color fields of Rothko. Rothbart further analyses the work of contemporary artists,
from the earthworks of Dennis Oppenheim to the Greenhouse of Israeli artist Avital Geva, the
common denominator being a theory of light, expressed as the Ein Sof Or. This light contracts
into itself, defining the first stage of creation, which makes Rothko’s light resonate and renders
Geva’s plants rich and luxuriant.

